W HEN John Adams complained in old age that the history of the Revolution would never be written, his words applied with particular aptness to the period between 1761 and 1776. Once Independence was declared, participants began to keep records of all kinds with an eye to history, but in the uncertain years before 1776 much that later became of interest was either not recorded or not preserved. Ironically enough, though Adams worried about being overlooked in accounts of the early part of the Revolutionary story, and though his own records were among the most circumstantial and complete, they, too, left unanswered questions about the period before 1776.
troversialist, and Thomas Hutchinson, lieutenant governor and later governor of the Massachusetts Bay colony. Adams decided to become a lawyer partly out of admiration for Otis, his elder by ten years, and a leading figure among the lawyers of Massachusetts. During Adams' two years of legal study in Worcester, Massachusetts, his teacher held up Otis as "by far the most able, manly and commanding Character of his Age at the Bar."
1 On several counts Otis offered an ideal figure for emulation. Like Adams he came from a farm village and a family that rose from humble beginnings to financial security and local prominence. His father, Colonel Otis, practiced the same trade as Deacon Adams, that of cordwainer, or shoemaker, then went into business, on to local politics, and finally into province politics. The Colonel married well, had three sons, and sent his oldest, James Jr., to Harvard college. Deacon Adams also grew prominent in local though never in province politics, while remaining a cordwainer and farmer. He too married well, had three sons, and sent his oldest, John Adams, to Harvard college.
The older sons from both families were plump, studious, highminded, and self-righteous. Each bore his father's name and the family honor with self-conscious earnestness. Adams, who became friendly with Otis after passing the bar, started slowly as a lawyer in the late 1750s, emerging into success only about the time that Otis delivered his argument in the Writs of Assistance case. By then he regarded himself as Otis's "pupil." 2 In 1760 and 1761 a feud broke out between the Otis and Hutchinson families. James Otis's father expected an appointment to the Massachusetts Superior Court on the death of its chief justice late in 1760. However, there was no room left for him after Thomas Hutchinson was appointed as the new chief justice. James Otis Jr. thereupon commenced a newspaper and legislative campaign against Hutchinson and his government party. At the time, many regarded Otis's resentment on behalf of his father as the chief source of the patriot movement. To be friendly to James Otis and his ideas in the 1760s came to mean being friendly to the nascent patriot movement ; above all, it required defining one's connection to the movement in terms of Thomas Hutchinson.
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father's wish that he become a minister rather than a lawyer, but did so with a measure of respect. Afterwards he expected approval of his principled acts. Thus it was not surprising when he wrote that at the Writs case, "Mr. Gridley himself seemed to me to exult inwardly at the glory and triumph of his pupil." Some years earlier when Adams came to Boston to be examined for the bar, then an informal procedure, he first presented himself at Gridley's house rather than at some lesser attorney's. Gridley tested Adams. Then, impressed with the young man's answers, he offered him advice on further studies and his future as a lawyer. This Gridley did, Adams wrote, "with the benignity of a parent in his Countenance."
Adams went next to Otis who "received me more like a Brother than a father."
5 On this occasion Otis displayed his particular kind of defiance of authority. Wholly ignorant of accepted procedure, Adams had come to Boston without a letter of introduction or any clear idea of how to gain admittance to the bar. Otis, contrary to accepted practice and what was considered good manners, told Adams that he need not bother with further calls on members of the bar. This was, of course, characteristically to advise against paying deference to authority-something that fell in with Adams' proclivity for independence.
At the same time as the aged Adams made the Writs case into a filial drama of defiance he described a national drama that explained how Otis's argument gave birth to American Independence. Independence itself, it developed, had filial overtones. Here Adams shifted his focus to Thomas Hutchinson, the new chief justice. Adams "supposed" that Hutchinson had arranged the physical setting of the trial so as to overawe defiance of authority. He had introduced a new "scenery" of judicial "scarlet and sable robes, of broad bands, and enormous tie wigs" in order to lend a "theatrical," overbearing aspect to himself and the four judges who sat with him. In addition "all the barristers at law of Boston, and of the neighboring county of Middlesex" were present and dressed "in gowns, bands, and tie wigs," while "two portraits, at more than full length, of King Charles the Second and of King James the Second [both of whom were famous for asserting the royal authority], in splendid golden frames, were hung up on the most conspicuous sides of the apartment." Adams emphasized that these were particularly imposing paintings of the highest excellence, and that they had been taken out of storage, "cleaned, superbly framed, and placed in council" by the new governor, Bernard, "no doubt with the advice and concurrence of Hutchinson." 6 In this setting Otis spent several hours going through the Acts of Parliament that related to the colonies. His speech amounted to a diatribe on British attempts to hold down American growth. Otis listed a century of restrictive acts and "alternately laughed and raged against them all." England had imposed a "selfish, partial, arbitrary, and contracted system of parliamentary regulations in America" and Otis verged on asserting what Adams believed to be the incontrovertible case: that Parliament had no right whatever to legislate for America. Adams summed up Otis's recital of Parliament's restrictions on America with a familial comparison of his own:
Such were the bowels of compassion, such the tender mercies of our pious, virtuous, our moral and religious mother country towards her most dutiful and affectionate children! Adams' famous dictum that the Revolution took place in the minds and hearts of the people followed immediately after this account and referred especially to Otis's speech, to which Adams traced the entire Revolutionary process. Again using the familial analogy, he specified what he meant by "Minds" and by "Hearts." Where the people once had prayed for "the King and Queen and all the Royal Family, and all in Authority under them," they gradually changed their minds until, when they saw themselves abandoned by these "Powers" they found themselves praying for their own governments. Where they originally felt "an habitual Affection for England as their Mother-Country," their hearts' feelings altered upon discovering that she was "a cruel Beldam, willing, like Lady Macbeth, to 'dash their brains out.' " It was no wonder if their "fillial Affections" were changed into "Indignation and horror." Thus did Adams link together three filial dramas: Otis's defiance of Gridley, Otis's resentment at the king, and the subsequent change in people's attitudes to king and "mother country." Later, when For Adams the Writs case involved yet one more drama, this one personal. All his life he somewhat questionably dated his own Revolutionary services from 1761, the year of the writs. Yet in justice he did not emerge as a patriot until the Stamp Act in 1765 nor gain real prominence until the First Continental Congress in 1774. However, 1761 marked a psychic turning point in Adams' life. It was the year of his father's death, and in his recollections he always regarded it as marking his own emergence into maturity-into independence, one might say. His claim that at the Writs case "the child Independence was born" may have been an exaggeration about history, but together with his pronouncement that "the seeds of patriots were then and there sown," it manifestly applied to himself.
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Along with his Revolutionary services Adams mistakenly placed other of his early achievements in 1761, including two that bore on the Writs case. These errors point to the roles played by Otis and Hutchinson in his birth as a revolutionary. First, Adams thought that he had attended the case as a barrister (a lawyer certified to argue before the Superior Court), and second, he thought that Hutchinson had introduced the scarlet and sable robes for barristers on that occasion. In fact, both his own elevation to barrister and the introduction of robes in the court took place in the following year, 1762. By shifting these two memories to 1761 Adams as it were made himself into both a participant in Otis's drama and a charter anti-Hutchinsonian. A more deliberate, cool, studied, corrupt appointment never was made than that of Hutchinson to be Chief Justice. It was done for the direct purpose of enslaving this whole continent, and, consequently, Britain and man-and, if Otis did say he would set the province in a flame, it was one of the sublimest expressions that was ever uttered, and he ought to have a statue of adamant erected in honor of it.
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But it was only in retrospect that Adams had come to believe in Hutchinson's appointment as a means to insure a verdict favorable to the Crown in the Writs of Assistance case. The affair came to appear as a part of "a black conspiracy against the liberties both of the new & the old world" only when the facts had faded from memory. never forgot the outrage he felt at this elevation of a layman to the chief justiceship, so thwarting, insulting, and humiliating to his excruciatingly sensitive self-esteem. For years the appointment would provide him with an invaluable psychological device for handling impediments to his passionate ambitions. An appointment so unmerited, so perverse, and so unjust to those like himself who were sacrificing their lives to the law could only be the result of dangerous, secret forces whose power would no doubt otherwise be felt and that would otherwise block the aspirations of powerless but honest and able new men.
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A few months after the Writs of Assistance case, however, Adams admonished himself for "Swearing" and "Virulence" with regard to the characters of several contemporaries, among them Hutchinson. Unfortunately, he did not reveal what he had said about them. As late as 1763, during the of an Hour with Lt. Govr. Hutchinson" that Adams spent one day, he betrayed no personal animus. Adams, Hutchinson, and lawyer Goldthwait discussed province history, and Hutchinson alluded to patriot politics in a neutral manner. "This to be sure was Familiarity and Affability!" wrote Adams in his diary, with an uncertain but apparently ironical meaning in his exclamation point. Yet, given Adam's usual explicitness when he suspected the motives of others, he appears not to have meant anything positively sinister here. At this period the Otis-Hutchinson feud was at its height, and Adams appears to have been troubled by it. When his close friend Jonathan Sewall ridiculed Otis as "Bluster," Adams responded with a series of newspaper articles calling for more civility of discourse. In the meantime, in an abusive, almost hysterical, unsent letter to Sewall Adams attacked him for "satirizing and execrating one side," that of Otis, when really "both Parties deserve Curses." But within a few months Adams inexplicably switched his pseudonym, his newspaper, and his position away from the anti-government and anti-Hutchinson side, and went so far as to defend Sewall. Adams' uncertainty about which party and which friends to join was to resurface more than once before the Revolution.
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Not until the Stamp Act did Adams clearly show an animus toward Hutchinson. With James Otis he was shocked by the first Stamp Act riot, with its destruction of furniture and windows at the house of Andrew Oliver on August 14th, 1765. The "blind, undistinguishing Rage of the Rabble," Adams wrote, had made "a very attrocious Violation of the Peace" which was "of dangerous Tendency and Consequence." Nevertheless, in the twelve day interim before the attack on Hutchinson's house Adams blamed Hutchinson for the disturbances. In what has come to stand as the definitive patriot statement on plural office holding, Adams listed Hutchinson's appointive positions along with those he had secured for relatives. Was not the potential "Tyranny" of these arrangements, Adams asked rhetorically, "enough to excite Jealousies among the People?" In effect, Hutchinson, like Sewall, had contributed to the strained atmosphere of the times by his constant endeavors "to scatter Party Principles." 16 When Hutchinson's house was destroyed by a second Stamp Act mob twelve days after the first, Adams was silent. He later protested his disapproval of the event, but he manifested no such shock as at the lesser violence done to Oliver's property. Soon, patriot manoevring against the revenue stamps effectively kept them from being put into circulation, and one effect of their success was the closing of the courts, where legal documents could not be used without stamps. The patriot lawyers in Massachusetts agitated to have the courts proceed without Adams particularly welcomed the atmosphere of conciliation which seemed to issue forth from a "gracious" king, and it was his fervent wish to return to "the Kings Protection." As he reviewed the effects of the Stamp Act, Adams' mollified but cool feelings toward Hutchinson stood in sharp contrast with his enthusiasm for the king. It was true, he admitted, that Hutchinson's house had been "pull'd down." But the Hutchinson riot was not the first in New England, and it no more deserved to be called "high Treason" than any of its antecedents. As for the king, Adams asked:
has there been a disrespectful Speech uttered of his Majesty or his Government, thro the whole memorable Year 1765, even at Midnight? over the Bowl or the Bottle-I believe not one.
It was at this point that Adams stopped keeping his diary and to a great extent withdrew from politics. After repeal of the Stamp Act, he labored to separate himself from the passions of party. In his Autobiography he recalled that, "I was solicited to go to the Town Meetings and harrangue there. This I constantly refused."
18 Not until 1768, after the Townshend duties had revived the old anti-Stamp Act sentiment, did he emerge again in opposition.
During his period of silence, except for random diary jottings and some perfunctory private letters, Adams wrote on one subject only: Jonathan Sewall's published defenses of Governor Bernard and his administration. At the beginning of Adams' legal career, Sewall, who was his elder by seven years, had sought out, praised, and cultivated friendship with his young colleague (something Adams incorrectly remembered having taken place in the significant year, 1761). In addition, he and Sewall had been treated by Otis as his "sons." Then came Adams' discomfiture over Otis and Sewall in 1763, at which time he had left a similar gap in his diary, but which he later forgot. Looking back on his relationship with Sewall, Adams recalled his friends' having possessed "a lively Wit, a pleasing humour, a brilliant Imagination," and he added: "I know not that I have ever delighted more in the friendship of any Man, or more deeply regretted an irreconcileable difference in Judgment in public Opinions."
19 Adams' replies to Sewall in 1767 and 1768, some of them published, and others too intemperate to be sent to the newspapers, reflect his anxiety over the permanent wedge being driven between them at that time.
Most surprisingly for Adams, instead of employing his usual scholarly and exhaustive style of argumentation, he resorted for the most part to denunciation. Writing in a country dialect as "Humphrey Ploughjogger," Adams attacked the also pseudonymous Sewall as "a most crazey." In another, unpublished, article Adams ignored Sewall's rather persuasive arguments. After quoting these at length, he compared their author to "King Lear in the cold Storm" and asked his readers, "is this fellow Mad, or drunk?" In yet another unpublished essay Adams composed a soliloquy for Sewall in which, like a character in a Mercy Otis Warren play, he confesses his insane ambition to be advanced by Bernard and Hutchinson. 20 These writings appear to have reflected Adams' distressed state of mind at the time. He abhorred Sewall's side in the conflict but he feared the results if he should let himself become further involved. He therefore attacked Sewall, as he had Hutchinson, for supposedly exacerbating party divisions. In view of Adams' characterization of Sewall as mad, it is significant that Adams recalled always answering his friend James Warren's plea that he speak at town meetings during this period with the expression, "That way madness lies." As Adams explained it, The Symptoms of our great Friend Otis, at that time, suggested to Warren, a sufficient comment on these Words. 21 The frequency of breakdowns among other patriots as well as among 31-34. 21 Diary and Autobiography of John Adams, 3: 291. loyalists in the next few years offered a further comment on Adams' words. From 1766 to 1768, it appears, Adams attempted to remove himself from party politics, and as a result suffered in his conscience. After his reemergence, this period of suffering colored his political behavior for the remainder of the Revolutionary period.
Starting in 1768 Adams moved his family to Boston from his retreat in Braintree, and returned to political activity. He offered a hint of how he viewed his two year silence when he referred in one of his pseudonymous articles to a "long Lethargy" from which he now was "roused."
22 Others were roused along with him by the impending Townshend duties, so that there was no apparent mystery to his withdrawal from affairs since the beginning of 1766. Yet Adams preceedecf to make a mystery of his withdrawal period by insisting that it had never taken place. As early as 1770 he was representing himself as having been a staunch patriot throughout the 1760s, while in later life nothing so infuriated him as having his supposed involvement during this period overlooked. Thus, when in 1805 Mercy Otis Warren's History of the Revolution omitted his services before the 1770s, Adams wrote her an outraged series of letters insisting on his continuous involvement from 1761 to the Revolution. Given the crisis rhythm of the 1760s, with the Stamp Act in 1765 and the Townshend duties in 1768 serving to arouse opposition such as his, there was hardly any disgrace in retiring from patriot agitation at other times. His unnecessary vehemence in claiming something different therefore suggests hidden guilt.
More than one loyalist claimed that Adams underwent an ordeal of choice between the patriots and loyalists approximately during the period in question. Once again, there need have been no embarrassment about this: uncertainty and wavering were typical experiences of conscience patriots. It seems clear, though, that Adams underwent a time of doubt during which he suffered a genuine crise de conscience. It has been shown that patriots and loyalists alike frequently suffered from Puritanlike doubts about their "civic duty" in the troubled times before the Revolution.
23 When Adams firmly attached himself to the cause a few years later, he had good reason to try to forget his particular crisis of doubt, which at that point might make him appear to be a backslider or potential dropout.
The patriots' raising of doubts about the legitimacy of authority led quite understandably to personal conflicts over loyalty. Unable to choose sides yet tortured by the demand for a choice, the potential revolutionary often enters "a phase of withdrawal or passive alienation from politics." Frequently this takes the form, as it did with Adams, of disappointment in the way that others have responded to the political crisis. Adams, for example, complained that American "ardor" had quickly "cooled down" after the Stamp Act crisis. What was worse, his fellow townsmen, instead of rewarding his services against the Act, had "neglected" him by failing to advance him from town office to the legislature at the next election.
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With the dying down of the revolutionary's first political crisis, those who like Adams still take a reformist approach, often adopt what has been called the "innocent czar" theory to explain events. That is, they exonerate the king or czar, just as Adams and most of his fellow patriots did at the repeal of the Stamp Act, at the expense of his supposedly deceiving ministers. In Adams' case the "Arch Corrupter and Deceiver" remained Thomas Hutchinson, and it was chiefly against him that Adams proceeded to turn. 25 But he did so in a peculiar manner-as if he were transferring his rage at Sewall to a more prominent figure. This shift emerges from Adams' autobiographical accounts of a key incident that took place in 1769, just as he was emerging from his withdrawal.
As Adams told the story, Jonathan Sewall visited him on the orders of Governor Bernard in an attempt to lure him to the government side. When Sewall offered him the past of Deputy Advocate General of Massachusetts-Otis's old office-Adams' refusal was "very prompt." Despite Sewall's urgings Adams insisted that "time would produce no change and he had better make his report to Bernard immediately." Sewall nevertheless returned "weeks afterwards" to renew the offer, only to be told that Adams' "Judgment and Inclination and determination were unalterably fixed." Quincy, the latter acquainted with Adams from childhood, gave a different account of the incident to Thomas Hutchinson. They had it that Adams told Sewall he "was at a loss which side to take." After Sewall's first visit, which was not accompanied by a specific offer, Sewall supposedly asked Bernard to make Adams a Justice of the Peace in exchange for his allegiance to the government party. When Bernard delayed, this account went on, Adams took offense "and ever after joined in opposition." 27 It hardly accords with Adams' high-mindedness that he would consider deciding his allegiance in consideration of an office, and certainly not a lowly judgeship of the sort that interested Colonel Otis.
Nevertheless, in both stories a loyalist, whether mistaken or not, is shown to have been somehow convinced that allegiance remained an open question for Adams. Though actually his uncertainty lay not between patriotism and loyalty but between patriotism and neutrality, it comes as no surprise that the administration made several attempts to win Adams over in 1768 and 1769. For his part Adams went so far in 1769 as to perform Sewall's office of Advocate General by conducting a prosecution for the government while Sewall was away. The case, in fact, was one perfectly calculated to shake Adams' patriot allegiance, for it concerned a "riot or Assault" on a customs officer, whose boat was "burned by a mob." From his disapproval of the Stamp Act "rabble" in 1765 throughout the Revolution, Adams steadily maintained his opposition to such lawlessness. Not only did he defend the British soldiers in the Boston Massacre-where fear of the mob had brought about the shooting-but in 1770 and 1771 he represented tarred and feathered victims of mobs. As late as 1774 Adams represented Richard King, a loyalist suing for damages from a mob that had broken into his house during the Stamp Act disturbances. In his summation Adams gave a vivid description of the terrors suffered by King and his family.
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In the light of such expressions of conscience as these, one can see how Adams might resent any implications of backsliding.
But Adams went further than a denial of ever having had any doubts about the patriot cause. He represented the administration's attempts Adams' supposed constancy here was reminiscent of his putative firmness with Sewall and his "constant" refusal to harangue at town meetings. In each case his attempt to depict himself as unwavering in the cause of patriotism had the opposite effect of suggesting a personal crisis of conscience. Hutchinson's part would appear to have amounted to little more than using his "familiarity and affability" to argue the loyalist side when, as a circuit riding judge, he was thrown together with Adams and other lawyers like Sewall and Samuel Quincy. ( In 1769, when Hutchinson was supposedly masterminding the Sewall offer, he actually rejected a proposal that Adams be offered the post of Attorney General, which was the close equivalent of Advocate General.)
The most likely cause of Adams' resentment against Hutchinson at this period was a trial in which Adams and Otis were to appear jointly before Hutchinson. Their client was a sailor who had killed a British officer while resisting impressment. "No trial," Adams later wrote, "had ever interested the community so much before." 30 It was expected that for his part Otis would argue constitutional principles, as he had at the Writs case. But it was at just this time that Otis's mental state began seriously to deteriorate, so that it fell to Adams to deliver the defense.
Adams labored until he had "ransacked every writer on the civil law, John A dams, that the town of Boston possessed." He appeared in the courtroom with a great pile of legal works, prepared to argue, in the manner of Otis, that Parliament had no right whatsoever to impress seamen. Once again Adams in old age recalled a scene of panoply: presiding, in addition to Hutchinson as Chief Justice, were the governors of Massachusetts and New Hampshire, the judge of Admiralty, the local commander of the navy, "and councillors from several colonies, to the number of fifteen." After the preliminaries, just as Adams began to speak, Hutchinson adjourned the case. He eventually ruled in favor of Adams' client, but despite the legal victory Adams was crushed by not being allowed to deliver his speech. "Never in my whole life," he later wrote, "have I been so disappointed, so mortified, so humiliated as in that trial." An acute historian had traced to this disappointment Adams' transformation into a revolutionary.
31 Such an analysis ignores the fact that though Adams often felt intense resentment he rarely acted on it politically. Nevertheless, it does point to the possibility that the incident represented a turning point for him.
In 1808 Adams explained Hutchinson's "secret motive" in calling an adjournment: "to prevent me from reaping an harvest of glory." (Hutchinson plausibly explained that his proceeding arose purely from a matter of law.) In 1816 Adams' recollection grew more vivid, just as it did with regard to the Sewall offer, so that Hutchinson's look as he rose to cut him off was "deeply graven on my retina." Still later Adams jokingly revealed his own intense state of anticipation as he had prepared his brief. "I vainly felt as if I could shake the town & the world," he recalled. But then:
Alas! for me, my glass bubble was burst! My Boule de Savon was dissolved! All the inflammable Gas had escaped from my Balloon and down I dropt like Gelater de Rosia. Adams' great concern with public opinion was evident when, two months after the Corbet case, he resumed his diary on a regular basis for the first time since 1766. In recording a ride several miles out of his way to attend a Sons of Liberty feast, he justified the detour in revealing terms. "I felt as if I ought not to lose this feast," he wrote, "as if it was my duty to be there." Why?
Jealousies arise from little Causes, and many might suspect, that I was not hearty in the Cause, if I had been absent whereas none of them are more sincere, and stedfast than I am.
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This has the appearance of mending fences. Once again Adams was assuring himself of his consistency while taking steps to erase any lingering impression of lukewarmness left over from his period of withdrawal from politics.
Adams was given the opportunity to certify his patriot credentials within the year when, soon after Hutchinson's designation as acting governor in place of Francis Bernard, the question of Adams' allegiance arose for the last time. On the morning after the Boston Massacre Adams and Josiah Quincy Jr. were asked to serve as defense counsel for the British soldiers who had fired into the crowd. Although the patriot leadership presumably approved of their choice, in taking the case the two lawyers gave the appearance, at least at first, of being loyalist sympathizers. After thus risking their political reputations, both men quickly took steps to redeem themselves. Before the case came to trial the patriot leadership indicated its approval of Adams' course by designating him as a candidate for the legislature in replacement of Otis. Once elected, Adams took up where Otis had left off, quickly moving to the head of an opposition that challenged the new acting governor at every turn. 
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Adams succeeded in the legislature if not in defeating Hutchinson's purposes, then at least in making his own loyalty clear. But by the end of the legislative session of 1770-1771 the strain of battle had left him in a state of anxious exhaustion. Immediately after adjournment Adams suffered what can only be termed a nervous breakdown. He now resigned from the legislature (Otis, in a last, brief return to sanity, replaced him), and moved to his native Braintree. From here he went off to Connecticut for a mineral springs cure.
Friends ascribed Adams's intensity in the legislature to "some private pique" between himself and Hutchinson. This Adams denied. Nevertheless, he thought of his breakdown as having been caused by his opposition to Hutchinson. In the meantime, Hutchinson was elevated from acting governor to full Royal Governor of Massachusetts, and while Adams was away on his curative trip he read about Hutchinson's inauguration in June 1771. The newspapers carried the new chief executive's address at the opening of the legislative session and the legislature's "cordial answer" to it. Reading a description of the "elegant Entertainment" given that evening by Hutchinson Adams let out his fury. "With great Anxiety and Hazard," he wrote in his diary, and "with loss of Health Reputation, Profit" he had "for 10 Years together invariably opposed" Hutchinson. Now, with Hutchinson's elevation, it was as if all of this opposition were wasted. Adams' outburst revealed the intensity of his anti-Hutchinson emotion. But even more significant was the inaccuracy of his expression, "10 Years." For if he had been invariable in opposition for this length of time (i.e., since the ubiquitous year 1761) it had been for the most part in his own mind. 34 As Adams' breakdown and outburst revealed, his anti-Hutchinson campaign had grown at least in part out of a need to erase not only public doubt, but also a private, persistent uneasiness over his apostasy during 1766-1768.
After his recovery, much as when he blamed the loyalism of Sewall and Samuel Quincy on Hutchinson, Adams made the surprising claim that Hutchinson had "destroyed a Thatcher, a Mayhew, and Otis." There was an unintended sense in which Adams was right about Otis. But Benjamin Thatcher, Josiah Quincy Jr's teacher, had died of the after-effects of smallpox, while Jonathan Mayhew, the minister, suf-fered from chronic ill health and died after exerting himself in a churchrelated matter. Both had been deeply involved in opposition to Hutchinson, but by no stretch of the imagination had they been seriously injured by him. When Adams went on to mention his own "Constitution" as being "very infirm" he supplied the clue to his meaning: that Hutchinson destroyed patriots like himself.
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When Adams returned to politics in 1773, his "hatred of Hutchinson," as Bernard Bailyn put it, "had become obsessive." In contrast, in the course of attacking Hutchinson, Adams asserted that he and the American people "humbly look up to his present Majesty ... as children to a father." When later in the year Hutchinson's private letters were stolen and published, Adams and the other patriots were shocked by their contents. They focussed especially on the proposal for an "abridgment" of English liberties as a means of controlling the unruly atmosphere in the streets of Boston.
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Early in 1774 Adams wrote a diary meditation on the letters in which he declared: "Examples ought to be made of these great offenders Hutchinson and Peter Oliver, in Terrorem." The possibly deluded sincerity of the two men amounted to no defense, Adams argued, and he gave examples of other legally punishable acts done in good faith. Among these were Ravaillac and Felton, two mentally disturbed assassins of the previous century. One had murdered a French king, the other the Duke of Buckingham. "The Liberty of private Conscience," wrote Adams of the assassins, but with a chilling application to Hutchinson and Oliver, "did not exempt them from the most dreadful Punishment that civil Authority can inflict or human Nature endure." Here, shortly before Hutchinson's ouster, Adams attached to Hutchinson, whom by now he regarded as "the vile Serpent," his own and his party's most extreme imagination of treason and its punishment. Mayhew, 1720 -1766 (Cambridge, Mass., 1964 36 Bailyn, Ordeal, 2. "Answer of the House of Representatives" (26 Jan. 1773), in Alden Bradford, Speeches of the Governors of Massachusetts, 1765 -1775 (Boston, 1818 , 357, 363. On the meaning of "abridgement'' see Bailyn, Ordeal, 250-251; and Hutchinson, The History of Massachusetts-Bay, 3: 293-294^ See also Malcolm Freiberg, "Missing: One Hutchinson Autograph Letter," Manuscripts 8(1956), 179-184. 37 Diary and Autobiography of John Adams, and Peter Oliver). Writing as "Novanglus" in 1775 Adams charged that "this desperate triumverate" had conspired in the revenue Acts in order to divide part of the proceeds amoung themselves. Since Hutchinson was in England, "if it was out of his power to do us any more injuries," Adams concluded, I should wish to forget the past; but, as there is reason to fear he is still to continue his malevolent labors against this country, although he is out of our sight, he should not be out of our minds. This country has everything to fear . . . from the deep intrigues of that artful man.
The emotionalism of "Novanglus," in which Adams mistakenly thought that his pseudonymous antagonist, "Massachusettensis," was Jonathan Sewall, recalled Adams' replies to earlier Sewall essays. (Adams persisted in his wrong identification of "Massachusettensis" well after he had evidence that the author was someone else.) As for Hutchinson, "Novanglus" went from denunciation to a perverse empathy with him. Commenting on Hutchinson's proposal to abridge English liberties he wrote: "My indignation at this letter has sometimes been softened by compassion." Adams explained.
It carries on the face of it evident marks of madness. It was written in such a transport of passions, ambition and revenge chiefly, that his reason was manifestly overpowered . . . Indeed, he seems to have had a confused consciousness of this himself. "Pardon me this excursion," says he; "it really proceeds from the state of mind into which our perplexed affairs often throw me."
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The Adams who felt his own infirm constitution to be threatened by politics, who had suffered a breakdown in 1771 and a crise de conscience in 1766 (during which he characterized Jonathan Sewall as mad), was closer in personality to Hutchinson than he realized. For his nemesis was also a man of conscience-one who had suffered his own nervous breakdown in 1767 and subsequent fears for his health similar to those of Adams. It was not surprising, therefore, that after Independence Adams began to show a remorse toward Hutchinson that recalled Otis's drunken apology of 1771. Adams thereby completed the pattern of revolutionary experience that first made itself evident in his period of withdrawal.
All in all he followed the pattern of the successful revolutionary, whose remorse, it has been observed, often takes the form of incorporating in the new regime something of what the former paternal authority stood for. The notorious examples are the periods of reaction in the French and Russian revolutions during which there were introduced the worst horrors of the old regime (at least as they had been depicted by the revolutionaries). American remorse, it appears, was of a gentler, subtler sort.
In the minds of the Massachusetts revolutionaries, Hutchinson even more than the king or Parliament stood for the old regime. Nothing points more certainly to him than the ways in which the patriots, and especially Adams, unconsciously reinstated his principles after the Revolution. Before this process began Adams revealed the special importance that it would involve in his case. During the first year of the new government, while sitting in the Continental Congress he learned that he had been appointed to Hutchinson's old office of Chief Justice of Massachusetts. Adams did not reveal his feelings on the occasion, but his accepting the appointment suggests much. In the 1760s, taking Otis's lead, he had objected to Hutchinson's plural office holding. Now, remarkably, in accepting the Chief Justiceship he laid himself open to the very same charge.
Furthermore, Adams held offices at this time that closely paralleled Hutchinson's at the beginning of Otis's campaign. In 1760 Hutchinson had been a Justice of the Peace, Chief Justice, a member of the Massachusetts Council, a judge in Suffolk County, and Lieutenant Governor. In 1776 John Adams was a Justice of the Peace, Chief Justice, a member of the Massachusetts Council, a judge in Suffolk County, and though not Lieutenant Governor, a member of the Continental Congress and Chairman of its Board of War. In response to criticism in Congress Adams, though he was not the only patriot accused of Hutchinsonian plural office holding, resigned his seat on the Massachusetts Council. But, insisting that he had not accepted the Chief Justiceship from "any motives of Ambition"-Hutchinson's disease-he remained in that office. 39 As it developed, he never had time to serve, and he did resign Adams' Hutchinsonian philosophy implied basic disagreement with the growing democratic ethos of the American movement. Yet Adams risked and suffered unpopularity for the rest of his life by stubbornly insisting upon that philosophy. He probably suffered worst for it in 1789 soon after the federal Constitution went into effect. At that time he was elected Vice-President with the prospect of going on to the Presidency just as Hutchinson had gone from lieutenant governor to governor. Almost immediately Adams became involved in the oddest controversy of his career. In the face of a rising tide of republicanism he advocated exalted titles and dress for the officers of the new government. His proposals, though he did not say so, recalled the panoply introduced into the Superior Court by Hutchinson when he became Chief Justice. Adams had ridiculed such splendor at the time and would do so again. But in 1789 he offered philosophical justifications for it. Citizens were not capable of living by abstraction alone, Adams argued ; they required the display of symbols of authority. This was to endorse Hutchinson's purpose, as Adams had interpreted it, of using panoply to overawe the opposition to constitutional authority. The costumes in question in both cases, it should be noted, were symbolic of paternal authority. disorder" after his position was revealed in 1773. 45 It was surprising, therefore, that when Adams' Congress passed a similar abridgement of English-American liberties in 1798-the Alien and Sedition ActsAdams signed them into law. His administration, like Hutchinson's, had good reasons for the Acts: a state of undeclared war with France, along with virulent, unmerited attacks in the press on the chief executive, and a similar atmosphere of disorder in the streets. Nevertheless, historians are agreed that Adams should have opposed the Congress. It is tempting to speculate that the example of Hutchinson influenced his failure to do so.' Adams' political fate-loss of office-matched Hutchinson's, in any case. Furthermore, Adams underwent a near nervous breakdown for his stand in 1798, again recalling Hutchinson's fate ;
In his Hutchinsonian forgiveness of enemies, Adams contrasted sharply with Samuel Adams, who called for draconian measures against all opponents of the new American governments. Thus, where Samuel Adams advocated the death penalty for participants in the unsuccessful Shays's rebellion, Adams, over the objection of his party, pardoned the leader of the later Fries's rebellion from his death sentence. 46 The two old revolutionaries exhibited two kinds of relationship to the old regime. Samuel Adams unconsciously imitated what he had attacked it for; John Adams, closer to the typical American pattern, restored some of its old legitimacy.
As an old man Adams continued his Presidential habit of forgiving enemies. He included even Alexander Hamilton, whose machinations actually were as dark as the sometimes wild speculations Adams had about others. Almost alone, though, Hutchinson continued to trouble him. "Many are the years," Adams confessed in 1816 over thirty years after Hutchinson's death, "in which I have seriously endeavored to strip from my mind every prejudice, and from my heart every feeling, unfavorable to Mr. jured with Posterity" he wrote of the most proscribed figure of the Revolution.
His every virtue, and his every Talent and his every Service will be recorded in polite Language, and blazoned in Splendid colours $ when we, poor Beings who resisted him shall be thrown in Shades of darkness in the back ground.
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Despite Hutchinson's defeat, it would appear, Adams forever regarded the exiled, unfortunate former governor as a figure surrounded with the aura of authority and success. This oddly self-pitying view amounted both to a final assertion that Hutchinson had been responsible for what the revolutionaries did, and a final restitution of his vice-regal authority.
